
Grandma's Attic

Host: Welcome to Grandma's Attic, the show where treasures have been uncovered, and hearts have 
been filled. On a very special episode today, meet the Robinson family.

Jillian (Very proper and sweet. Sitting at a dining room table): Hello, I'm Jillian, proud mother and 
loving wife. 

Frederick (Straight-laced, sitting at his desk): Greetings. I'm Frederick, CPA.

Tiffany: (In her bedroom) Yeah, so I'm Tiffany. I can't believe my Mom is making me do this.

Susie: (In her bedroom) I'm Susie and I'm on TV!!! This is awesome!!!

Host: Recently, the Robinsons took a family vacation.

Tiffany: You can't even call Grandma's house a vacation. It was more of a trip.

Susie: BORING!

Jillian: Well, I had wanted to go to Florida, but Frederick just loves his parents, so we went to their 
house.

Frederick: My Mom and Dad are the best! Besides, it's the house I grew up in.

Host: Let's meet the Grandparents: Grandma Betty, and Grandpa Morris!

Grandma Betty: (Sitting in am armchair) Hello there Dearie! They call me Grandma Betty. Can I make 
you some tea?

Grandpa Morris: (Sitting on the couch) What? What did you say?

Grandma Betty: That's Grandpa Morris. He's a little hard of hearing.

Host: I asked the Robinsons to tell us a little bit about what happened.

Frederick: Well, the kids were playing around in the attic. You know how kids do.

Jillian: They are so cute!

Tiffany: Ugh, I can't believe I have to do this.

Susie: You should have SEEN what we found!

Grandma Betty: Oh yes, we keep lots of old things up there.

Grandpa Morris: Did you say you want to know about the pumpkins? 
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Host: I did not. The neighbors had a feeling that there were some secrets, not pumpkin-related, being 
kept in the house. Meet Karin and Caron.

Karin: There was always something a little weird about that family.

Caron: I was always trying to bring over some casseroles, but they never invited me in.

Karin: Betty and Morris have always been polite enough, but something about their boy Frederick 
seemed...off.

Caron: So of course, we have taken it upon ourselves to investigate over the years.

Host: Of course they did. Back to our story. I asked the kids to tell us a bit about what it was that they 
found in the attic.

Tiffany: OMG, I can't even. It's so embarrassing.

Susie: There were some costumes, makeup, pictures and stuff!

Grandma Betty: Freddie always did love to dress up and play his music.

Grandpa Morris: (Yelling) Who's Freddie?

Grandma Betty: (Yelling back) Frederick, dear. Our son. 

Grandpa Morris: Oh.

Jillian: Frederick's musical talents were always very appealing to me.

Frederick: Yeah, I used to strum the ol' gee-tar.

Karin: That music was always such a nuisance.

Caron: It always disrupted our Book Club.

Host: But that wasn't the end of it.

Tiffany: I wish that was the end of it.

Susie: Turns out, Dad was in the band KISS!

(Insert band picture, Rock and Roll All Nite plays briefly)

Frederick: It's true.

Karin: Did you say the famous rock band KISS? (beat) Excuse me a moment. (She leaves)
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Caron: I didn't know we lived next to a famous person! (beat) I'll be right back. (She leaves)

Frederick: And, not many people know this, but Jillian was in the band too!

Jillian: Oh, I wasn't a regular member. I just stepped into makeup whenever one of the bandmates 
wasn't available.

Grandma Betty: Oh, they were so cute! The two of them doing what they loved, together!

Grandpa Morris: (Yelling) Who?

Grandma Betty: Freddie and Jillian, dear.

Grandpa Morris: Oh. Yeah. I liked that girl.

Jillian: He always forgets that I'm still around.

Frederick: Poor Dad. Memory's not like it used to be.  (We hear a pounding on the door)

Karin: (Outside the front door)  Helloooo!! Robinsons! Frederick! Are you home?  (On the phone) 
They aren't answering. Try the back window.

Grandpa Morris: (Yelling) What is all this racket?

Caron: (Outside the window) We know you're in there, you little rockstar! (Offscreen voice: Ma'am you
can't be over here!) 

Frederick: Don't bother answering. Anyway, where were we?

Host: Usually, our story would end with this stunning discovery of Rock Royalty. But next, something 
mysterious happened.

Jill: Whoa! We made it!

Fred: Bodacious!

Host: Who are you? (To cameraman) Keep rolling!

Jill: I'm Jill!

Fred: I'm Fred! 

Both: We're Jill and Fred!

Host: Yes, I gathered that.

Jill: We time-traveled from the past to the future. Like, the future-future!
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Fred: And now we're back to- somewhere in the middle.

Jill: We have to tell them as soon as possible! 

Fred: You find the chicks, I'll find the dude and little dudette.

Jill: Excellent plan.

Fred: Thanks babe!

Host (To Cameraman): We have to get this!

Tiffany: ...and that's when my boyfriend broke up with- (Jill appears) Aahh! Who are you?...Mom?

Jill: Hey chickadee!

Tiffany: Why are you dressed like that? 

Jill: I'm your Mom from the past, but I just traveled from the future! I need to tell you all something, 
pronto! Where is the other me?

Susie: ...those geese just went running!  (Fred appears) Uh- Dad?!?

Fred: What's up, little Dudette?

Susie: You look...cool?!?!

Fred:  Sweet, thanks! Have you seen the other me? 

Karin: I could not believe my eyes.

Caron: Not that we were snooping or anything.

Insert shots of Karin and Caron snooping

Jill: Listen Jillian, you gotta do what I say. 

Fred: Frederick...can I call you Fred? 

Frederick: No.

Fred: Freddie- the future is in your hands.

Jill: The world is a mess in the future. It's happiness depends on KISS getting back together!

Fred: We tried to find the other dudes too, but you two are the only ones. 

Jill: I think you know what you have to do.
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Fred: Get the band together, dude!

Grandma Betty: Who are you talking to Frederick? Oh, hi, honey! Looking good!

Grandpa Morris: Why are those people dressed funny?

Grandma Betty: It's the kids time-traveling, sweetie.

Grandpa Morris: Oh. Okay.

Host: It was time for Jillian and Frederick to break the news to the kids.

Jillian: Tiffany-

Frederick: Susie-

Jillian: There's something we need you to do.

Frederick: The world is depending on us. And it has to be fast! 

Cut to:shots of the Robinson family, made up like the members of KISS. They are standing near the
front door. I Want to Rock and Roll All Nite plays. 

Susie: This is so cool!

Tiffany: I can't believe I'm about to do this.

Grandma Betty: (Also made up like a member of KISS). Let me know if you need me to step in!

Grandpa Morris: Tell those strangers to get out of my house!

Jill: That dude is bogus. Alright, now that you look totally excellent, there's one more thing left we 
have to do.

Fred: Before we can all party on, we have to travel in time together to meet at the bodacious beach.

Jill: Only we can take you there, and it has to be now.

Fred: Dude! We only have five seconds! Four! Three! 

Karin opens the door, hair pin in hand. It knocks Fred over.

Karin: I knew this would come in handy someday! (She closes the door)

Jill: Fred! (She runs to the door, only to be knocked over by the door opening again,  by Caron)

Caron: So this is what the inside of your house looks like!
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Insert dramatic shots of each family member saying “Nooooooo!”

Jillian: Now we'll never make it!

Host: They never did make it in time. Let's just hope this all ends up ok. Join us next time, when we 
join a family that uncovers a mysterious monkey statue in their attic. If the world doesn't end. See you 
next time! I hope!
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